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Equicontinuous families of mappings on a space are used to define the cardinal invariant of 
equicharacter for uniform or topological spaces. For uniform spaces equicharacter is preserved 
by products, sums, and quotients, and the coreflective properties are used to show that equicharac- 
ter does not exceed the uniform covering character. The invariant for topological products of 
separable spaces is also discussed. 
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Introduction 
?‘!I? cardinal invariant of equicharacrer for uniform spaces, as defined by Isbell 
in [7], is the principal subject of this paper. IIt will be shown that this invariant is 
preserved by uniform products, as well as by sums, quotients, completion, and is 
inherited by dense uniform subspaces. Also, it does not exceed covering character. 
A brief discussiorI of topological equicharacter is given at the end, particularly for 
products of separable spaces. The topological invariant is preserved by sums and 
quotients, but Aot by topological products and is not inherited by dense subspaces. 
For many spaces X; the equicontinuity of a family of mappings from X into any 
space is determined by the countable subfamilies. A variety of results of this type 
are already well known, for example the following: 
(1) The uniform boundedness principle states that any family of continuous linear 
mappings from a Banach space X into a normed space Y is uniformly bounded, 
hence equicontinuous, if it is pointwise bounded. 
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(2) For any vector space having the weak topology generated by its dual X*, a 
subset of X* is equicontinuous on X if it is finite dimensional in X* and point-wise 
bounded [ 81. 
(3) If X is a compactly generated Tychonoff space, then a family of continuous 
mappings from X into any Tychonoff space Y is equicontinuous on X if it is 
sequentially compact in the compact-open topology of C(X, Y) [2]. 
In these results a conclusion about equicontinuity of a family of mappings is 
obtained from hypotheses uch as pointwise boundedness, finite dimensionality, or 
sequential compactness, all of which are determined by countable subfamilies of 
the given collection of mappings. In each case the domain space may be viewed as 
a uniform space so that the mappings under consideration will be uniformly con- 
tinuous. The types of domain spaces are then, respectively, Banach spaces with 
met&able norm uniformity, uniform powers of the reals and their dense subspaces, 
and direct limits of compact spaces. AI1 of these are examples of spaces which do 
have countable uniform equicharacter with respect o aN families of uniformly 
continuous mappings, as we will show. 
Particular emphasis will be placed upon a stronger type of countable quicharacter 
called metric equicharacter. The original motivation for studying the stronger 
property is that it is essential to the discussion of the exponential law for coreflective 
subcategories of uniform spaces in [ 111. 
1. Basic definitions and properties 
For uniform spaces X and Y the set of all uniformly continuous mappings from 
X into Y is &noted by U(X, Y). A famiiy of mappings F c U(X, Y) is equi-uniform 
if for each uniform cover V of Y there is a uniform cover % of X such that 9 
refines f -‘( Sr) for all _f in F. In this section the term “space” will mean HausdorfI 
uniform space and “mapping” will mean uniformly continuous function. 
As defined in [7, p. 1421, a space X has equicharucter m if m is the smallest 
cardinal such that for each space Y, each family F c U(X, Y) that is QY ~7 
uniform contains a subfamily of cardinality at most m that is not equi-uniform, 
Such a cardinal is defined for each uniform space X. In fact, equicharacter cannot 
exceed density character: if F is not equi-uniform on X and if S is any dense 
subspace of X, then F contains a non-cqui-uniform subfamily of cardinality at most 
that of S. (This is [7, Exercise 6(b), p. 1421.) 
Of special concern are the metric spaces, namely those spaces whose uniformity 
has a countable base of covers, necessarily generated by a single metric. Spaces 
nith a kmctric topology are not necesssti!y metric in thy uniform sense unless the 
specified uniformity has a countable base. For exampie, the fine real line arR is not 
metric in the uniform sense, because its uniformity consists of all open covers of R 
and does not have a countable base. The real line with its usual metric uniformity 
will be denoted simply by R. 
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Let ,V be a metric space, and let (%,: n E IV} be ‘d countable linearly ordered 
base of covers for M. Let Y be any space and suppose that a family F c U( M, Y) 
is not equi-uniform. Then there is a uniform cover T of Y such that the covers 
f-‘(Y), fc F, have no common uniform refinement. Then for each n E N there is 
a function fn in F such that en does not refine fi’( V). The countable subfamily 
{jn: nx IV} is not equi-uniform and, because the base was linearly ordered, no 
infinite subfamily of this countable family is equi-uniform. This is what is meant 
by metric equicharacter, although it is hardly restricted to metric spaces. 
Definition 1.1. A uniform space X has nletric equicharacter if for each space Y, any 
family F c U(X, Y) will be equi-uniform if every infinite subset of F contains an 
infinite equi-uniform subset. 
Clearly, metric equicharacter implies countable quicharacter. However, the con- 
verse is false, as the following example shows. 
Example 1.2. Let p be a free ultrafilter on N and let X = N u ( p}. The basic uniform 
covers of X are all partitions of the form {{n}: n E N - A} w {A}, where A is an 
element of p. This countable space has countable equicharacter [7, Exercise 6(b), 
p. 1421. However, X does not have metric equicharacter: for each n E N let fn : X + 
(0, 1) be the charartpristic function of (n}. Each S, is uniformly continuous on X, 
but the family (fn: n E N} is not equicontinuous at p. Moreover, a subfamily {fn: n -, 
A} is equi-uniform if and only if A e p. Now every infinite subset A of N contains 
an infinite subset Be p, so every infinite subfamily of {I$ n E N) contains an infinite 
equi-uniform subfamily. Therefore, X does not have metric equicharacter (see [3, 
Exercise 4M3). 
The next results will show that the equicharacter of any space X is determined 
by subfamilies of U(X, I), where I is the compact interval [O, I]. 
For any real-valued function $, let coz(f) denote tbc cozero set of J: 
If d is a pseudometric on X and E > 0 let spd( E) be the covering of X by all open 
d-spheres of radius e. 
Lemma 1.3. For each uniform cover 7r oj’ a space Y there is an equi-u@brm jamify 
Gc U(Y, I) such that: 
( 1) (coz(g ): g E G} refines V; and 
(2) for each y E Y there is some g E G such the g(y) 2 i. 
Proof. There is a uniform pseudometric d on Y such that 9&) refines the given 
cover V. Let B,. be the open sphere of radius i about y_ FOE’ each y E Y define a 
function gy : Y+ I by g_,.(z) = d(z, Y - B,.). The family {g,: y E Y) is equi-uniform 
on Y since (g,.(w)-g,.(z)(a d(w, z). Also, coz(g> j = Thus* koc’( by j: 2’ F YI 
refines ‘V’, and clearly gJ y ) 2 i. 0 
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Any family G c U( Y, I) satisfying the conditions of Lemma 1.3 for a cover V of 
Y will be described as subordinate to “v: 
Lemma 1.4. Let F c U(X, Y), let ‘If be a uniform cover of Y and let G c U( Y, I) be 
subordinate to ‘Irr as in Lemma 1.3. Zf the family of compositions Go F = (g of: f f F 
and g E G j is eyui-uniform in U(X, I), then the covers f -‘( ‘I’), f E F, have a common 
uniform reJinement in X. 
Proof. The covers (gof )-‘(9(f)) have a common uniform refinement % in X. Let 
U E 91 f E F and x E U. By Lemma 1.3 there is a function g in G such that g( f (x)) % i. 
Then i( f (y ;) 2 d for all y E U, so that f ( U) SE coz(g) s V E Y. Therefore, 91 refines 
f-'(V) for all f in E q 
rmined by subfamilies ofU(X, I). 
is the smallest cardinal such that 
every non-equi-uniform su mily of U(X, I) contains a non-equi-uniform subset of 
e analogous tatement jar metric equicharacter is also valid. 
Proof, We will prove the statement for infinite cardinals m. (The proof for metric 
equicharacter isvery similar.) Assume that in C(X, I), equi-uniform continuity can 
be determined by subfamilies of cardinality m or less. Let Y be any space, let 
F c U(X, Y) and suppose that each subfamily of F of cardinslity m or less is 
equi-uniform. Let %” be a uniform cover of Y and let G c U( Y, I) be an equi-uniform 
family subordinate to V as in Lemma 1.3. Then every subfamily of Go F of cardinality 
m is equi-uniform. By the assumption for U(X, I), the farilily Go F is equi-uniform. 
By Lemma 1.4 the covers f-‘(Y), j% F, have a common uniform refinement in X. 
Therefore F is equi-uniform, and so X has equicharacter m. 
A space X is precompact if its uniformity has a base of finite covers, or equivalently, 
if every uniformly discrete subspace of X is finite. (If X has a pseudocompact 
topology, then every compatible uniformity on X is precompact.) It is well known 
that precompact spaces have countablc equicharacter, and this is attributed to 
Carson in 17, p. 1421. To prove this we use the function space fi(X, Y) with the 
uniformity of uniform convergence, and the Ascoli theorem 17, p. 511 which states 
that if X and Y are both precompact, then a subspace of fi(X, Y) is precompact 
if and only if it is equi-uniform. 
Proposition 1.6 (Corson). Every precompact space has metric equicharacter. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.5 it suffices to consider functions into I. Suppose that X is 
precompact and F c U(X, Z) is not equi-uniform. Then by the Asco?i tkesrem F is 
not precompact in fi(X, I), so it contains an infinite uniformly discrete subspace 
G. None of the infinite subsets of G are yrecompact, hence none of them are 
equi-uniform. Therefore X has metric equicharacter. Cl 
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’ 2. Productivity of equicharacter 
Before getting to products we will consider other operations, beginning with 
completion and dense subspaces. If X is a dense uniform subspace of Y, then: 
(1) uniformly continuous mappings from X into any complete space extend 
uniformly to Y, and 
(2) if 2 is any space, F c U( Y, 2) and if the the family of restrictions to X of 
the functions in F is equi-uniform on X, then F is equi-uniform on Y. 
From these two facts the next statement follows very easily: 
Proposition 2.1. tf X is a dense uniform subspace of Y, then X and Y hatx the mme 
equicharacter. In particular, etlery space has the same equicharacter as its completion. 
Cirect limits will be considered next, and it will be shown that equicharacter 
cannot be raised by sums, quotients, or any other type of direct limit in the category 
Unif of HausdorfI uniform spaces and uniformly continuous mappings. A full 
subcategory Ce of Unif is coreflectiue if for each X E Unif there are a space CX in 
(;e and a mapping i : CX + X which satisfy the condition: for any space YE %’ and 
mappingf: Y + X there is a unique mapping f: Y + CX such that i$=J; as shown 
in the diagram: 
CX 
i 
l X 
me space cdy is call& the --fbrtinn nf X in w; its gndprlying set is that of X 
*r-i +I,. Y‘.v-BrY-* _- a - 
and i is the identity function, so that the functions jP and $ are the same. By [9] a 
full subcategory % of Unif is coredective if and only if it is closed under uniform 
sums and quotients. 
For each infinite cardinal Q! let Ea denote the class of all uniform spaces having 
;quirhsracter at most fl* Let ghj denote the &ass of all spaces having metric 
equicharacter. 
Theorem 2.2. The classes S& and %‘a are coreflective subcategories of Unif. Hence, 
uniform sums and quotients do not raise equicharacter. 
Proof. ( 1) Sums. Let {Xi : i E A} be a collection of spaces and let mi be the equicharac- 
ter of Xi. Let X = 1 Xi be the uniform sum of these spaces. Then, the equicharacter 
of X is sup{ mi: i E A}, SO that %a and 55’ M are closed under uniform sums. 
(2) Quotients. Let X E %a and let q : X + Y be a uniform quotient mapping onto 
Y. Let F c U( Y, I) and suppose that each subfamily of F of cardinality Q! or less 
is equi-uniform. Then the family G = {fos: f~ F} has the same property for all 
subfamilies of cardinality ~a, so is equi-unifxm sixe E &. Now ‘5% I*’ * ._ a 
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uniform cover of I and let W* be the star of W. Let ‘V, = inf{f-‘( ‘lV*): f~ F} and 
Y; = inf(f*‘( W):fc F} on Y. Then V; star-refines V,; also, q-‘( V,) = 
inf(q-‘(f-*( “Itr*)): fc F} and q-‘( W;) = inf{q-‘(f-‘( 7V)): fc F}. Since G is equi- 
uniform, both q-‘( W;) and q-‘( V;) are uniform covers of X. It follows that V, 
starts a normal sequence {V,,} of covers of Y such that q-‘( Vn) is a uniform cover 
of X for each n E N. Since q is a quotient mapping, ‘V, and all wl, are uniform 
covers of Y. Therefore F is equi-uniform, and so Y has equicharacter <CU. The 
proof for & is similar. Therefore, all of these classes are closed under uniform 
quotients. 
By (l), (2) and previous remarks, these classes are coreflective in Unif. 0 
The imminent discussion of uniform products depends on some interesting results 
of HuSek and Rice in [6]. They have shown that if %’ is a coreflective subcategory 
of Unif, then: 
(1) %’ is finitely productive if the uniform product X x D is in % for each X E %’ 
and uniformly discrete space D, and 
(2) for any infinite cardinal m, Ce is m-productive (closed under all products of 
m or fewer spaces) if it is finitely productive and the uniform power 13” is in % 
for each uniformly discrete space D. 
Theorem 2.3. Equicharacter is preserved by all uniform products. ( The classes gM and 
& are closed under uniform products.) 
Proof. (1) Finite products. We will verify the statement for metric equicharacter. 
Since &, is coreflective it suffices to show that X x DE &, for each X E gM and 
uniformly discrete D, by [6]. Suppose that F c U(X x D, I) is a family of mappings 
such that every infinite subset of F contains an infinite equi-uniform subset. For 
each d E D and SE F let fd : X + 1 be the function fd(x) =f(x, d). Then for each 
f~ F the family {fd: d E D} is equi-uniform since f is uniformly continuous on the 
uniform product X x D. Hence the family G = {fd: SE F, d E D} has the propertv 
that every infinite subset contains an infinite equi-uniform subset. -{herefore G is 
equi-uniform since X has metric equicharacter. Given a uniform cover 9 of I there 
is a uniform cover “I’ of X such that V refines f’:‘(P) for all j% F and d E D. Let 
9 be the discrete uniform covering of D by singleton sets. Then ?‘x 9 is a uniform 
cover of X x D that refines f-‘(9) for all f~ F. Therefore F is equi-uniform, and 
X x D E 8M. Thus &, is finitely productive, and since the proof for any of the other 
classes Z’a is similar, we conclude that they are finitely productive also. 
(2) Countable products. If D is uniformly discrete, then the uniform product 
DKo of countably many copies of D is metric, so it has metric equicharacter. Since 
&,, c & for all cy, the power DN 0 belongs to all of these classes. It follows by the 
HuSek-Rice theorem that all of these classes ate closed under countable uniform 
products. 
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(3) Uncountable products. First, some terminology and notation is needed. If 
X = n {Xi: i +} is a cartesian product of sets and Z? c A, let wE denote the projection 
function from X onto the partial product XB = n {Xi: i E B}. If I’ is a set, a function 
f: X + Y is determined by a set B c A it f(x) =f(y) whenever x, y E X and Q(X) = 
Q(Y), that is, if f = 10 ?rB for some function f : XB + Y. Note that if f is determined 
by B and B c C, then f is determined by C. (It is also true that if f is determined 
by subsets B and C of A, then f is determined by B n C. If f is a continuous 
mapping from a topological product into a T, -space, then there is a unique minimal 
set of indices that determines jJ 
We will use the fact that if X is a product of uniform spaces, M is metric, 
and f: X + M is uniformly continuous, then f is determined by countably many 
coordinates. 
To complete the proof for uncountable products it suffices to show only that the 
class gM is productive. Then it will follow that D” E 8,,,, for all powers m and 
discrete spaces D, and since gM c %‘a these powers of discrete spaces belong to 
each class &. Then by [6] & will be productive. 
Let X = n {Xi: i E A} be a product of spaces Xi E &+ Let F c U( X, I) be a family 
of mappings such that each infinite subfamily contains an infinite equi-uniform 
subset. Because Z is metric each fe F is determined by countably many coordinates. 
Then each countable subfamily of F factors through a countable partial product 
of X. By part (2) every countable partial product has metric equicharacter; therefore 
every countable subfamily of F is equi-uniform. 
We must show that all of the functions in F factor through the same countable 
partial product of X. Suppose not. Then we may choose inductively, for each ordinal 
r < wl, a function fr E F and a subset A, c A which satisfy the conditions: 
(1) A, is countable, 
(2) fr is determined by A,, 
(3) $r is not determined by lJ {A,: s < r}. 
To begin, choose any function j& F. Since fO is uniformly continuous there is a 
countable subset A0 c A that determines fO. Let P c ctpl and suppose that .& and A, 
ha;z been chosen to satisfy conditions ( 1 )-( 3) for all s < r. The set lJ {A,: s < r} is 
countable, so our assumption that F does not factor through any countable partial 
product implies that there is a function fr E F that is not determined by this union. 
Let A, be a countable subset of A that determines fr. This defines the functims 
fc E F and subsets A, of A for all r c toI so that conditions (l)-(3) are satisfied. 
By condition (3), for each r < wl there are two points x, and y, in X which agree 
in all coordinates indexed by the elements of U (A,: s < r), such that fr(xJ #f,h)- 
Note that if r # S, then fr # fs, SO there are uncountably many functions fr and pairs 
of points x,, y,. such that Ifr(x,) =-fr(_~Jl > 0. Hence there are a real number E ‘0 
and uncountably many of the fr which satisfy the inequality: 
From this uncountable set of functions fr that satisfy inequality (: t r)?~~-~=e a 
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countably infinite subset. G = If,,: n E IV), indexed so that r, < r, if m < n. Let 
B = U (A,,: n E IV}. Then B is countable and each function in G is determined by 
B. Since G is a countable subfamily of F it is equi-uniform by assumption. Let E 
be the number given in inequality (a) and let #E) be the covering of I by spheres 
of radius $. There is a basic uniform cover % of the product X that refines g-‘(9&)) 
for all g E G. This cover % has a finite restriction set K and K c B since G factors 
through the partial product indexed by B. Then any pair of points x, y E X such 
that mK (x) = rK (y) will satisfy the inequality: 
(b) Ig(x)-g(y)l<E for all gc G. 
Now there is some n E N such that K c U {A+: m < n}, and for this n the previously 
chosen points x~,, and y,,, agree in all coordinates indexed by K. Since fr,, E G, 
inequality (b) implies that: 
l$,,(xr,,)-f,,(y,,,)(<& for this no 
However, inequality (a) also applies to the same function and points, so there is a 
contradiction. 
Therefore, all of the functions in the original family F do factor through the same 
countable partial product of X. Because the countable partial products have metric 
equicharacter, we conclude that F is equi-uniform on X and so the whole product 
X has metric equicharacter. By previous remarks, all of the classes & and ‘ip, are 
closed under all uniform products. q 
I&ma&s. If Xi has equicharacter mi, then the product X = n Xi has equicharacter 
m = SUP{??+). 
Equicharacter is not inherited by closed subspaces, ince it is dense; irereditary 
and every uniform space can be embedded in a product of metric spaces. 
Corollary 2.4. Among the spaces having metric equicharacter are: 
- all compactly generated uniform spaces, 
- all products of metric spaces, 
- all real vector spaces with weak uniformity. 
Proof. Compactly generated spacdP b,J 8re quotients of sums of compact spaces, so 
they have metric equicharacter by Proposition 1.6 and Theorem 2.2. The intended 
uniformity for the vector spaces is the natural one associated with the weak topology, 
obtained by translating neighborhoods of 0 about the space to form the basic covers. 
These spaces tin be embedded ensely in powers of R. Cl 
It is possible to generalize the result that precompact spaces have countable 
equicharacter. This discussion will involve the covering character of a uniform space 
X, which is defined to be the smallest cardinal m such that X has a base of coverings 
by fewer than m sets. Equivaiently, the covering character of X is the smallest 
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cardinal greater than that of every uniformly discrete subspace of X. For example, 
a space is precompact if and only if its covering character is KO, and all separable 
spaces have covering character SK,. The next result is mentioned in [7] as an open 
question. 
Theorem 2.5. Equicharacter does not exceed covering character. 
Proof. Let a! be the covering character of X. Let CX be the coreflection of X in 
&. Recall that cX and X have the same underlying set, and the identity function 
i : cX + X is uniformly continuous. 
(1) Claim: cX has covering character QI. Suppose that the covering character of 
cX is greater than cy. Then cX contains a uniformly discrete subspace D of cardinal@ 
cy. Let fi denote the subspace of X with underlying set D. Since @I= CY, & & 
[7, Exercise 6(b), p. 1421. Now i : fi + X is uniformly continuous, so by coreflectivity 
of Zp, the identity i : 6 + cX is also uniformly continuous. Therefore 5 is uniformly 
discrete, which is impossible since X has covering character CY. Thus cX has covering 
character s ar, and, since i : CX + X is uniformly continuous, the covering character 
of CX is aa, and so it equals cy. 
(2) Let F c U(X, I) be a family of mappings in which every subfamily of 
cardinality ~a! is equi-uniform. We must show that F is equi-uniform on X. Since 
cX E 5&, F is equi-uniform on cX. Let E > 0 and let 9(&e) be a uniform cover of 
I. There is a basic uniform cover { Ui: i < /3} of CX that refines f-‘( .Y’($)) for all 
f~ F, with p < ac since CX has covering character a! by part (1). For any set Ui and 
points x, y in Ui we have if(x)-f(y)] C g& 1. f or all fe F. Now for each i C p choose 
a point xi E Ui, and for each pair of indices i, j < p choose a function Jj E F such 
that I.&j(xi) -&(xj>l 2;~ if such a function belongs to F. Let G be the set of all 
functions Jj chosen. Then IGl s P c cy, so G is equi-uniform on X and there is a 
ur,iform cover Zr of X that refines g -*(SP($)) for all g E G. (If G is emptv let _ 
V = (X}.) 
We will show that ‘V refines f-*(9( &)) for all f~ E Given V E Y and points x, y 
in V there exist i,,j < p such that Y r h& and y f L<. ‘%cr~ 
(a) Jf(xi) -f(x)1 <$ and 
(b) If(xj) -Al C&Z for all f~ F. Also 
(c) I&) - t!(Y >I <:E for all ge G. 
These inequalities imply that [g(Xi) - g(Xj)l < $e for all g E G, SO there is no _Lj for 
this pair of indices i, j. Hence by definition of G it follows that 
(d) If(xi)-f(xj)l <;E for all fc F. 
Inequalities (a), (b), and (d) imply that If(x) --f(y)1 < 8 for all fE c given X, Y E v E 
“Ir, Therefore F is equi-uniform on X. Hence X has equicharacter no greater than 
its covering character ey. Cl 
Remark. In the proof of part (2) we cannot assume merely that each subfamily of 
F of cardinality less than a! is equi-uniform, because the next statemer., Aat F is 
equi-uniform on CX would not be valid. 
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In the next example spaces of arbitrarily large equicharacter are defined: 
Example 2.6. Let Q! be an infinite cardinal and let W be a set oT cardinality cy. The 
basic uniform covers of W will be all coverings of the set W by fewer than a! sets. 
Then the covering character of W is (Y. Also, the equicharacter is CR: it is no greater 
than ar since 1 WI = a, and it is no less than ar since the family of all characteristic 
functions of single points of W is not equi-uniform, but every subfamily of cardinality 
less than ar is equi-uniform. 
3. Equicharacter of topological spaces 
This discussion will be restricted to spaces of countable equicharacter. On a 
Tychonoff space X let cy denote the finest compatible uniformity, consisting of all 
open normal covers. A family of continuous mappings from a Tychonoff space X 
into a uniform space p Y is equicontinuous at each point x E X if and only if it is 
equi-uniform on the fine uniform space CUX. The equicharacter of a Tychonoff space 
X is defined to be the equicharacter of the uniform space arX, and it applies to all 
families of continuous mappings on X. In this topological sense, then, all pseudocom- 
pact spaces have metric equicharacter. Because the functor cy preserves ums and 
quotients, topological equicharacter isnot raised by these operations in the category 
of Tychonoff spaces and continuous mappings (Tych). Therefore all compactly 
generated Tychonoff spaces (k-spaces) have metric equicharacter. However, the 
functor a! does not behave well on dense subspaces or products, as shown in [4,5,7]. 
Indeed, topological equicharacter is not inherited by dense subspaces or preserved 
by products. 
Example 3.1. Let D be a discrete space of power K1 and let p be a uniform ultrafilter 
on D (all elements of p have power N,). Let X = D u (p} with the subspace topology 
from the Stone-Tech compactification /3D. Then X does not have countable 
equicharacter, as shown by the family of characteristic functions of points in I), 
Ho-Never, the dense subspace D is metric, and the larger space PC is compact, so 
both of these have metric equicharacter. 
Example 3.2 (Dowker, [2, pp. 132-133)). This is an example of two k-spaces whose 
product is not a k-space and does not have countable equicharacter. Let X be the 
TychonofI quotient of the sum of c copies of I, with the endpoints 0 in all I identified 
to a single point 0 in _X. The copies of Z will be indexed by the functions f~ NN. 
Let Y be the quotient of the sum of No copies of I, indexed by N, with endpoints 
0 identified to one point 0 in Y. Both X and Y are k-spaces, so they have metric 
equicharacter. 
On each square !,. x I,, c X x Y there is a point (l/f(n), l/J n)). Let S be the set 
of all these points, one from each square in X x Y, so S = ((l/f(n), l/f(n)) E 
I,xI,~:.~EN” and ndV). Then (O,OJ&-S, so S is not closed in Xx Y: 
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Let gf., : I” x I,, + R be the function gA,,( r, s) = rs[f( n) J’ and extend gJ, to X x Y 
so that its value is 0 at all1 other points in X x Y. Let G = (gJ,: f~ N N and n E N}. 
Note that at (l/f(n), l/f(n j j E I” x I,, n S, the value of gf., is 1. Also, g(0, 0) = 0 for 
all g E G; since (0,O) E g, it follows that G is not equicontinuous at (0,O). However, 
G is equicontinuous at all other points of X x Y: 
At (r, s) E If x I, where r f 0 and s Z 0, there is only one function in G which is 
nonzero on that square, and (r, s) is in the interior of If x In, which is open in the 
product X x Y. 
At (r, 0) where I # 0, there is one f0 such that r E If,. Let U c k” be as: open interval 
such that r E U, OE U, so U is open in X. Let E > 0 and for each n E N choose a 
nonzero real number b, c e/(fO(n))*. Let Vn = [0,6,) c I,, c Y and let V = U VW. 
Then V is a neighborhood of 0 in Y and on U x V each g E G is bounded by E. 
At (0, s) where s # 0, there is one noE N such that s E &,c Y. Let V be an open 
interval in In, such that s E V and 0 E K For each function f~ N N choose a nonzero 
real number er ( E/( f ( no))2. Let U’ = [0, u.) c If c X and let U = U Q. Then U is 
a neighborhood of 0 in X and on U x V each g E G is bounded by E. 
Finally, every countable subset H of G is equicontinuous at (0,O). Let H = 
18 J,,,.n l l m E N, n E N} be a countable subset of G. Let E > G. Given m E N, choose a 
nonzero real number Q,,, < E/ (fm( n))’ for all n s m. Let U be a basic neighborhocd 
of 0 in X such that U n Zx,, = [0, a,) for each m E N. Given n E N, choose a nonzero 
number b, < e/(fm( n))’ for all m 6 n. Let V be a basic neighborhood of 0 in Y 
such that V n In = [O, b,) for each n E N. Then on U x V each function in H is 
bounded by s*< E (if E c 1). 
Therefore X x Y does not have countable equicharacter. 
There are some positive results for products of separable spaces. We need 
Gleason’s factorization theorem [7, p. 1301 which states that if X = n Xi is a product 
of separable spaces, then every continuous function from X into a metric space 
factors through a countable partial product. For Tychonoff spaces Xi this means 
that the fine uniform space crX has a base of countabk open normal covers of the 
form O& x(B}, where % is a countable open cover of some countable partial product 
and B is the product of the remaining factors Xi. (The space crX is projectively 
generated by the countable projection mappings nJ, IJI = KO, onto the countable 
partial products afl (Xi: i E J}.) Therefore, arX has covering character SK,. By 
Theorem 2.5 the equicharacter of arX is at most EC1 for any product X of separable 
Tychonoff spaces. 
Theorem 3.3. Every product of separable Qchonoflspaces has countable equicharacter. 
PrGOf. By the previous remarks and Theorem 1.5 it sufkes to consider a subfamily 
F c C(X, I) of power K, . Assume that every countable subfamily of F is equicon- 
tinuous. Since I is metric, Gleason’s theorem implies that each& F factnPr3 throalqh 
a countable partial product, so the whole family JF the:r2 factors thrsug’i! d psn.al 
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product Y of X having h’, factors. Now Y is separable, so it has countable 
equicharacter. Therefore F is equicontinuous on X. g 
Corollary 3.4. Every product of separable metric spaces has metric equicharacter. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3 it is sufficient o consider countable subsets F of C(X, I). 
Every countable family F factors through a countable partial product, which is 
metric and therefore is of metric equicharacter. 0 
There are a variety of extension and factorization theorems that apply to certain 
dense subspaces of products, in particular to Corson Z-products [l]. Given a point 
p in a product X = II Xi, a subspace S(p) of X is z S-product if S( p) consists of 
all points in X that differ from p in at most countably many coordinates. By [ 30, 
Corollary 2.51, if X = n KI is a product of compact spaces Ki and T is a subspace 
of X that contains a Z-product, then T is C-embedded in X. Therefore T is 
pseudocompact, hence of metric equicharacter. In [S] it is shown that if S is any 
&dense subspace of a product X of metric spaces, then the fine uniformity a! on 
S is the restriction to S of the fine uniformity on X. (Thus all continuous Banach 
space valued mappings on S extend continuously to X.) From this, together with 
Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 3.4, it follows that every G8-dense subspace of a 
product of separable metric spaces has metric equicharacter. 
Remark. For a Tychonoff space X, CUX has covering character m if and only if X 
is pseudo-m-compact. (Every locally finite open family in X has power cm.) By 
the remarks preceding Theorem 3.3, every product of separable spaces is pseudo-H,- 
compact. 
Given a point p in a pre%.rct X = fl Xi, a subset Q(p) of X is a a-product if 
Q(p) consists of all points in X that dtffer from p in at most finite!y many coordinates. 
Remarks. (1) Every a-product Q of separable metric spaces is Lindeliif, by [l]. 
Therefore (uQ has covering character SK!, so by Theorem 2.5 it follows that every 
cr-product of separable metric spaces has equicharacter SK,. 
(2) If Q is a a-product of separable spaces, then any continuous metric-valued 
function on q IS determined by countably many coordinates [10, Corollary 2.41. 
(3a) If Q is a a-product of separable spaces, then every open normal cover of 
Q can be refined by acover of the form % x (B}, where Q = A x B, A is a a-product 
of countably many factors, B is the a-product of the remaining factors, and % is 
a countable open normal cover of A. (These are the basic uniform covers of CUQ.) 
(3b) Every equicontinuous ubset of C( Q, I) is determined by countably many 
coordinates. 
(4a) If T is a closed subspace of a o-product Q of separable metric spaces, then 
the fine uniformity on T is the restriction to T of the fine uniformity on Q (because 
Q is Lindeliif, hence paracompact). Therefore, every basic uniform cover of CYT is 
determined by countably many coordinates, 
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(4b) Every equicontinuous ubset of C( T, I) is determined by countably many 
coordinates. 
Lemma 3.5. A o--product of copies of N has metric equicharacter. 
Proof. Let Q = Q(0) be a o-product with base point 0 in some power of N. By 
previous remarks every continuous function f: Q + I is determined by countably 
many coordinates, and Q has equicharacter SK,, so it is sufficient to consider 
subsets F c C( Q, I) of cardinality K, . We may then assume that Q is a subspace 
of the product NN’. Suppose that every infinite subset of F contains an infinite 
equicontinuous ubset. Then every countable subset of F is equicontinuous ince 
the countable partial products are metric. 
Claim. F is determined by countably many coordinates. 
Suppose not. By a method similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 2.3 we 
may choose for each ordinal i c toI a function J E F, two points xi and yi in Q and 
an ordinal ri c ol such that: 
( 1) j;r is determined by the set { r: r c ri}, 
(2) xi and yi agree in all coordinates indexed by ordinals r < sup{ 5: j < i}, 
(3) A(&) +.E(Yi). 
For natural numbers n and m define the set 
Qmn = (9 E Q: qi Z 0 for at most n coordinates and q; s m for all i}. 
men Q=U(Qmn: m, n E N} and each set Q,,,,, is compact. One of these sets Q,,,n 
contains Xi for uncountably many i, and there is a set Qkl that contains yi for 
uncountably many i that correspond to the Xi E Qmn. Then, the set T = Qmn u Qk, 
contains both Xi and yi for uncountably many i. Since T is compact, zt I:as metric 
equicharacter, so FIT is equicontinuous on T By Remark (4b) FIT is determined 
by countably many coordinates on T, but this contradicts the fact that both Xi and 
yi are in T for uncountably many i. Therefore F is determined by countably many 
coordinates on Q, and then by metrizability of the countable partial products, F is 
::quicontinuous on Q. Therefore the g= produti g has; rBe:tric equicharacter. q 
We omit the proof of the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.6. Let Di be a dense subspace of Xi. Let D be a u-product in n Di and let 
Q be the o-product in n Xi with the same base point as D. If f : Q + Y is continuous 
into any space Y and if f 1 D is determined by an index set J on the domain D, then f 
is determined by J on Q also. . 
Theorem 3.7. Every a-product Q of separable spaces has countable equicharacter. A
a-product of separable metric spaces has metric equicharacter. 
Proof. Let Q be a a-product of separable spaces &, a < y. Let Da be a countable 
dense subspace of Xa and let e a-product of th: spaces Da, usinr; 0 w-0e 
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base point as in Q. There is a continuous bijection h : NY + n Da and an injection 
i:fl o,+fl x,, where both h and i are products of mappings on the individual 
factor spaces. There is a o-product P in NY that is mapped by h onto D, as shown 
in the diagram: 
From these mappings, Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, and factorizatiorr, it foiiows easiiy that 
the equicharacter of Q is the same as that of its countable partial products. Cl 
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